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Vivien 2022 Update 1 Release Notes  

Welcome to Vivien 2022 Update 1! (If you are a new user, it is recommended that you watch these videos 

and/or read through the Getting Start Guide accessible from the Windows Start menu, as well as the other 

documentation resources referenced below, in order to learn how to use Vivien.) These Release Notes are 

intended primarily for users who are familiar with Vivien; they provide information about new features, 

updates and bug fixes that were implemented in Vivien 2022.  

Update 1: click here for a list enhancements and updates to existing features that came in this version, and 

here for a list of issues that were fixed. NOTE: Files saved from Vivien 2022 Update 1 cannot be opened by 

Vivien 2022; in the unlikely event that the original Vivien 2022 needs to be used to open a file created in 

Vivien 2022 Update 1, that file must be saved in Vivien 2021 format. (This should not be required however, 

since all Vivien 2022 installations can be updated to Update 1 – and this is highly recommended!) 

Other documentation resources for Vivien include the User’s Guide found in the Windows Start menu, 

which provides information about all of Vivien’s functions and features; the Tips and Tricks section of our 

website, which offers tutorials for using various features; and our Forum, which is the best place to find 

answers to usage questions – and/or to ask such questions. 

New Features 

Batch Export for Cameras. It is now possible to export images from all Standard Cameras at once, 

including Ultra High Quality (assuming your video card supports this function) and Panoramic images. The 

resulting images are saved to PNG format; they may be converted to other image formats using any 

external image viewer/editor app. 

To export images from all Standard Cameras at once: ensure that you have at least one Standard Camera 

in your file, right-click in the Shaded View and click Export to Image. In the Shaded View Image Export dialog 

that appears, click to check the Export Images from all Cameras (to PNG files) checkbox at the top. Click to 

check (or uncheck) the Folder name or Text: checkbox, type anything in the field to the right, then use the 

two radio buttons below to either (a) have the resulting image placed into a new folder named as per the 

text you entered, which will be created inside the folder you select after you click OK, or (b) append the text 

you entered to the resulting image’s filename. Clicking the + button will allow you to insert Smart Variables 

into this field, at the cursor’s position (you may also type Smart Variables directly into the field); multiple 

Smart Variables may be added by clicking the + button again. Check either, or both, of the other two 

checkboxes, define the images’ other parameters using the other options in this window, and click OK to 

proceed. In the Save As dialog that appears, select the folder where you wish to save the images and click 

Save to proceed. A progress indicator on WYSIWYG’s Status Bar displays the export operation’s progress. (If 

the resulting image filenames are in any way unsatisfactory, a bulk file renaming utility may be used to 

rename them all in one go.) 

Note for Update 1: this feature received an update, and therefore some of the controls mentioned above 

no longer exist. Please see below for more information. 

Building Complex / Realistic Truss Structures with Truss Pieces. Truss pieces were added to Vivien 

2022’s Library, in the AV category. Using these, you will be able to build more complex truss structures than 

what the Truss Wizard can generate; these structures can also be more realistic, since the truss pieces have 

https://cast-soft.com/vivien-event-designer/vivien-tips-tricks/
https://cast-soft.com/vivien-event-designer/vivien-tips-tricks/
http://forums.cast-soft.com/index.php
https://www.google.com/search?q=bulk+file+renaming+utility
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real-life counterparts. To compare, the Truss Wizard can generate a 40’ structure of 12-inch box truss, but 

does not deliver any information about how that truss would be built in real life; by using truss from the 

Library though, it could be built out of five 8’ pieces or four 10’ pieces. In addition, circular pieces may be 

used to build interesting curved structures (beyond the Full, Half or Quarter Circle shapes that the Truss 

Wizard can generate) and pieces such Corner Blocks may be used to change straight or circle pieces’ 

direction (for example, to add ground support “legs” to truss structures). The result is cohesive structures 

that are automatically grouped so they can be moved or otherwise manipulated as a single object (such as 

the one in the new Ground Support Truss.vvn sample file included with Vivien 2022).  

To build truss structures using Truss from the Library: learning how to use truss pieces effectively requires 

more explanation than is reasonable to place in these Release Notes. This topic is fully described in Vivien 

Help however, and supplemented by three short videos which demonstrate key concepts. Please click here 

to access the Library Truss section of Vivien Help. 

Additional Conversion Tools. The following options were added to the Convert tool: 

➢ Convert Splines to Pipes. This will make it easier to line unusually-shaped stages (or perhaps 

rollercoaster tracks!) with Pipes from which fixtures are to be hung. 

➢ Convert Arcs to semi-circular/-elliptical Surfaces. You no longer have to create a circular/elliptical 

surface and then use Boolean Subtract to cut away the part you don’t need in order to create a 

semi-circular/-elliptical surface… create the required arc instead, and then simply Convert it! 

To use Convert Splines to Pipes: select a Spline (including those imported from a .DWG or .DXF file), click 

the TOOLS menu, click Convert, and click Splines to Pipes. Enter the number of straight Pipes you wish to 

create and click OK to proceed. The resulting Pipes will be Grouped automatically, and they will follow the 

shape of the Spline, and the higher the number of Pipes you define, the better they will match the 

curvature of the Spline. (Multiple Splines may be converted at once, but this is not recommended, 

especially when their shapes are different.) 

To Convert Arcs to Surfaces: select an Arc (circular or elliptical, drawn or imported), click the TOOLS menu, 

click Convert, and click Arcs to Surfaces. Enter the number of points into which the Arc will be divided and 

click OK to proceed. The higher the number of points you define, the smoother the curve of the resulting 

Surface. (Multiple Arcs may be converted at once, but this is not recommended, especially when their 

shapes and/or sizes are different.) 

Additions to Snap Options. The following abilities were added to the following Snap options: 

➢ The volumetric center of Spheres and Risers may now be snapped-to when Center Snap is active. 

➢ The midpoint of an Arc (along its length) may now be snapped-to when Midpoint Snap is active. 

➢ The end point of Curved Pipes may now be snapped-to when Endpoint Snap is active. 

To snap to these points: as always, after enabling the Snap you wish to use, hover over the point you need 

it to “catch” and wait for the cursor to jump to it. 

Select from Selected. This new selection method allows you to drill down and select items from within 

the set of items that are currently selected, improving workflow. For example, if your file features a certain 

type of chair in multiple parts of the event space, right-clicking and then clicking Select Library Item > Chair 

“X”, will select all these chairs in the file; this doesn’t help much if you only need to select these chairs in a 

particular part of the venue (while many other objects exist in the area). With Select from Selected, you can 

https://help.viviendesign.com/help/2022/#t=UsersGuide%2FCreating_event_drawings%2FUsing_truss_from_Library.htm%23bc-1&rhtocid=_8_5_0
https://help.viviendesign.com/help/2022/#t=UsersGuide%2FCreating_event_drawings%2FUsing_truss_from_Library.htm%23bc-1&rhtocid=_8_5_0
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first drag-select all the objects in that area, then right-click to only select the “X” chairs. This is much faster 

than selecting the chairs individually, with CTRL+click, etc., and works for any and all objects. 

To make a new selection from within the currently-selected items: after having (drag-selected) a number 

of objects, hold down <SHIFT>, right-click, and then use the various Select […] options in the right-click 

menu to make a new selection from within the items you had already selected. 

Deleting All Custom Gobos at Once. It is now possible to delete all Custom Gobos from a file at once, 

whether or not they are in use.  

To delete all Custom Gobos from a file: click the LIBRARY menu and select Gobo Wizard…. In the Gobo 

Wizard window, select the Delete[…] option you wish to use and click OK. (You may continue to delete 

Custom Gobos individually, by right-clicking on them in the AV Library > Gobos folder.) 

Enhancements and Updates 

➢ Tooltips now display the Vertex and Face counts of 3D objects, including those inserted from the 

Library. This information can be invaluable for scene analysis, when trying to determine which object(s) 

may be responsible for poor Virtual View performance.  

➢ A progress bar now appears in the Status Bar for Batch Printing operations.  

➢ When exporting to .glTF, the resulting objects’ Pivot Point is the original objects’ Insertion Point (in 

Vivien) instead of the World (Document) Origin. 

➢ Smoke animation speed (defined via the Direction/Speed sliders in the Shaded View’s View Options > 

Environment tab) has been increased.  

Enhancement in Update 1 

➢ When using Batch Image Export, a full naming pattern may be defined for the resulting images’ 

filenames; if a pattern is already defined in Application Options for single image exports, it will be used 

by default; aside from many other advantages, this makes it possible for the %FILE NAME% Smart 

Variables to be used in the images’ names, including at the start of the names (which was not possible 

before). In addition, a new folder for the new images may now be created independently. Please 

consult Vivien Help for more information. 

Fixed Issues 

➢ The insertion point for objects exported to glTF is now their volumetric centre, as opposed to the 

Document (World) Origin. 

➢ Objects in .glTF files exported from Vivien 2022 are no longer duplicated by twice the number of 

Elements they contain. However, multi-Element objects (i.e., most Library Items, Pipe and Drape, 

Risers, Walls, Cylinders, Cones and Venues) will continue to export as individual Elements, as opposed 

to a single mesh. Until this issue can be addressed, we recommend selecting the individual parts and 

grouping the objects once they’ve been imported into the application where they are required. 

➢ It is now possible to switch to any supported video file type (extension, i.e. .MP4, .MKV, .AVI, .MPG, 

.WMV or .MOV) when changing a Video Source’s Input. 

➢ The location offset that resulted from teleporting to a Camera in VR has been resolved; teleporting now 

works correctly. 

https://help.viviendesign.com/help/2022/#t=UsersGuide%2FGetting_started%2FExporting_images_from_Virtual_View.htm&rhsearch=%22batch%20export%22&rhhlterm=%22batch%20export%22&rhsyns=%20
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➢ The text fill color now always appears as expected in Layouts and New Plots when set to pure black or 

pure white (in Drawing Wireframe). 

➢ Dimensions’ Filled Arrows now always display with the correct colour. 

➢ Artifacts no longer appear in Virtual Views as a result of Reflections and Global Illumination being 

enabled at the same time. 

➢ Display issues with multi-segment Double Lines that cross over themselves have been resolved.  

➢ The value displayed for Pipes’ Trim Height now appears correctly when a User Origin is set. 

Fixed Issues in Update 1 

➢ Display issues related to toolbar icons’ sizes and various spreadsheets’ appearance have been resolved. 

➢ The crash caused by merging a file or adding an Insertable which contained unreferenced Video Sources 

has been resolved. 

➢ The “improper argument” error that may have appeared after drag-selecting fixtures which do not 

hang from hang structures, has been eliminated. 

➢ All batch-exported images now export with the correct dimensions and Aspect Ratio (when Cameras 

have Aspect Ratios defined).  

Library Additions and Updates 

In support of the new Library Truss feature, over two hundred and twenty Truss pieces were added to the 

Vivien library. They may be found in the AV category > Truss folder. 

Known Issues 

Known Issues are published on our website; click here to access them. 

Other Useful Information 

Membership Requirement 

To use Vivien 2022, the Membership on your dongle must expire no earlier than December 2021; the 

software may also be used with a Lease dongle on which the Lease has not yet expired. 

Compatibility with WYSIWYG  

Vivien 2022 is fully compatible with WYSIWYG R48, and vice versa. Therefore, a WYSIWYG R48 file will open 

in Vivien 2022 (and Vivien 2022 files will open in WYSIWYG R48). Note: the WYSIWYG R48 Compatibility 

Pack for Vivien 2022 must be installed in order for WYSIWYG R48-native files to open in Vivien 2022 and 

ensure that nothing is lost when these files are saved.  

System Requirements 

Click here for the current system requirements. Vivien 2022 can only install and run on the Windows 10 and 

Windows 11 64-bit operating systems. In case you are looking to purchase or build a new workstation for 

Vivien, reading our Hardware Guide is strongly recommended. 

https://cast-soft.com/tech-resources/vivien-known-issues/
https://cast-soft.com/tech-resources/vivien-minimum-and-optimum-system-requirements/
https://cast-soft.com/tech-resources/hardware-guide/
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Copyright Information 

© The CAST Group of Companies Inc. 2004-2022. All rights reserved. 

35 Ripley Avenue, Suite 1 

Toronto, Ontario 

Canada M6S 3P2 

“Vivien”, “WYSIWYG” and “CAST Software” are registered trademarks of CAST Group of Companies 

Incorporated. Other brands or products are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective 

holders and should be treated as such. 


